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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

The district court had jurisdiction over this action under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 

1332, 1338, and 1367. This appeal is from a final judgment after a jury trial, so this 

Court has jurisdiction under Id. § 1291. Final judgment was entered on January 2, 

2019. Excerpts of Record “ER” 12-13. Defendants timely filed post-judgment 

motions for judgment as a matter of law under Rule 50(b) and for a new trial under 

Rule 59, which were denied on March 14, 2019. ER1-ER11. The notice of appeal 

was timely filed on April 10, 2019, within 30 days of the denial of the post-judgment 

motions per Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 4(a)(4)(A). ER22. 

ISSUES FOR REVIEW 

1. Whether judgment as a matter of law should have been granted because the 

activity on which the verdict was based is excluded by statute from the tort of 

stalking because, among other reasons, it is constitutionally protected. 

2. Whether the district court should have granted judgment as a matter of law 

in favor of Tony Kazal because there was insufficient evidence from which a 

reasonable jury could find the elements of the statute were established. 

3. Whether the punitive damage awards are excessive because they are grossly 

disproportionate to any harm, lack a sufficient nexus to reprehensibility, and, as to 

Adam Kazal, the award was impermissibly based on evidence of the family’s wealth 

rather than his own ability to pay. 
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Relevant statutory provisions are reproduced in an addendum to the brief. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The tort of stalking under California law requires a “pattern of conduct” with 

the intent to “follow, alarm, place under surveillance or harass,”—i.e., “seriously 

alarm[], annoy[], torment[], or terrorize[]”—the plaintiff. Cal. Civ. Code 

§ 1708.7(a)(1), (b)(5). The tort can thus encompass a broad variety of conduct. But 

the First Amendment protects, and the California stalking tort therefore excludes, 

speech to the public criticizing a person, as well as one-on-one communication (like 

emails) seeking a redress of wrongs. That is the activity at issue here, where the 

stalking claim was based almost exclusively on pure speech: emails, flyers, protests, 

mobile displays, Tweets, and website posts. And the bulk of that speech was public 

criticism about the plaintiff, Rodric David, not speech directed to Mr. David. Such 

speech is constitutionally protected, even if insulting, outrageous, and alarming, and 

even if it is intended to, and does cause, substantial emotional distress. Because the 

jury’s verdict was based on speech excluded by law from the tort, and protected from 

state regulation by the Constitution, the judgment must be reversed. 

In 2009, a joint venture between Mr. David and two members of the Kazal 

family—Charif and Tony Kazal—began to unravel. ER142. The fallout has spawned 

at least seven lawsuits in several countries, and each side has accused the other of 

fraud or other misconduct. ER65-66; ER71; ER143-ER144. Specifically, the Kazals 
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believe that Mr. David stole a business worth $180 million from them, a claim which 

is pending in Australian litigation. ER65-ER66. Charif and Tony Kazal have made 

this claim emphatically and repeatedly over the years, on the internet and in emails 

to Mr. David—often using harsh rhetoric, demanding that he right his wrongs. 

ER58-ER60; ER242-ER294. 

For his part, employees of Mr. David’s company, Thunder Studios, registered 

websites in the names of Charif, Tony, and Adam Kazal accusing them of supporting 

the terrorist organization Hezbollah and of engaging in money laundering and other 

crimes. ER61-ER62; ER92-ER93; ER128-ER130. Adam Kazal was not involved in 

the failed business venture, and had never met Mr. David. ER94A. But he took up 

his brothers’ cause in response to those websites. and over a few weeks, he 

proclaimed his critique of Mr. David on flyers, through protestors’ signs and chants, 

and on vans in Mr. David’s neighborhood and near his business, expressing the view 

that “Rodric the robber” was a “corporate thief.” ER90; ER97; ER151; ER160. 

These efforts prompted Mr. David to sue Adam, Tony, and Charif Kazal for 

stalking under California law, along with bringing a copyright infringement claim 

on behalf of Thunder Studios based on the use of certain photographs on a website 

operated by Charif Kazal. ER2. The jury returned a damages judgment of $2,600 

against Charif Kazal on the copyright claim, finding Adam and Tony Kazal not 

liable. Id. That part of the judgment has not been appealed. On stalking, the jury 
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returned a verdict against only Adam and Tony Kazal, exonerating Charif Kazal. Id.1 

The jury assessed $100,000 in compensatory damages and $1 million in punitive 

damages each against Adam and Tony Kazal. Id. 

A. Statutory Framework 

A person is liable for the tort of stalking under California law, Cal. Civ. Code 

§ 1708.7, if he: 

(a) “engaged in a pattern of conduct the intent of which was to follow, alarm, 

place under surveillance, or harass the plaintiff,” id. § 1708.7(a)(1); and 

(b) as a result, the plaintiff “reasonably feared for his or her safety, or the 

safety of an immediate family member” or reasonably “suffered substantial 

emotional distress,” id. § 1708.7(a)(2); and 

(c) the defendant either 

(i) violated a restraining order prohibiting acts covered by the stalking 

tort, id. § 1708.7(a)(3)(B); or 

(ii) “made a credible threat” with intent to put the plaintiff in fear (or 

with reckless disregard), and the plaintiff “clearly and definitively demanded 

that the defendant cease and abate” his conduct, id. § 1708.7(a)(3)(A). A 

“credible threat” is a threat “made with the intent and apparent ability to carry 

out the threat so as to cause the person who is the target of the threat to 

 
1 Charif Kazal is therefore not an appellant in this appeal. 
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reasonably fear for his or her safety or the safety of his or her immediate 

family.” Id. § 1708.7(b)(2). 

Several types of activity are expressly excluded from the “pattern of conduct” 

for a stalking claim. First, “[c]onstitutionally protected activity is not included within 

the meaning of ‘pattern of conduct.’” Id. § 1708.7(b)(1). In addition, although 

“follow[ing]” someone or “plac[ing] [them] under surveillance” could otherwise be 

part of a pattern of conduct, neither term “include[s] any lawful activity of [licensed] 

private investigators.” Id. § 1708.7(b)(4), (6). Finally, conduct outside of California 

cannot be included within a “pattern of conduct” because the statute, like most 

California laws, does not apply to extraterritorial conduct. Steep Hill Labs., Inc. v. 

Moore, No. 18-CV-00373-LB, 2018 WL 1242182, at *11 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 8, 2018) 

(holding assault in Nevada cannot be included in civil stalking claim). 

B. Factual Background  

The recitation of facts recognizes that, when reviewing a jury verdict, the 

Court “view[s] the evidence in the light most favorable to the party in whose favor 

the jury returned a verdict.” Lakeside-Scott v. Multnomah Cty., 556 F.3d 797, 802 

(9th Cir. 2009). 

1. 2011-2013 Events in Australia 

Although Australian conduct cannot—and did not, see ER193-ER195 

(complaint)—form the basis for the California stalking claim at issue here, it shows 
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some of the history between the parties. The bad blood between Rodric David and 

the Kazals is nearly a decade old. In early 2011, when Mr. David and his wife lived 

in Australia, Mr. David became a witness in a government inquiry investigating 

certain leases involving an Australian government entity and Charif Kazal. ER144-

ER144A. One day around the same time, Mrs. David noticed an investigator 

following her; Mr. David testified that when confronted, the investigator took Mr. 

David’s phone and drove partway down the street with Mr. David on the hood of his 

car. ER145. Mr. David testified that the investigator worked for Tony Kazal. ER146. 

In addition, Mrs. David testified that Mr. David was followed in downtown Sydney 

by two unspecified Kazal brothers who were “swinging something in a threatening 

manner,” and in 2013, a protection order was issued for Mr. David’s father because 

Adam Kazal had assaulted him. ER87-ER88.  

In early 2012, Mr. and Mrs. David moved to the United States in the hope that 

distance would reduce their and their family’s interactions with the Kazals. ER149. 

2. Emails and Websites 

a. Nearly four years after the Davids moved, in late 2015, Charif Kazal began 

sending emails to Mr. David which he would also forward to an associate to post on 

a website that he started to tell his side of the story. ER59-ER60. He copied Thunder 

Studios employees on the emails because he was not sure that Mr. David was 

receiving them. ER60. Charif Kazal emailed every second or third day, and at some 
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point Tony Kazal started emailing Mr. David as well, with those emails also posted 

to the website. ER66; ER67. By 2017, Mr. David had received about 300 emails 

over the course of a year, about one per day. ER150. Charif Kazal testified that he 

wrote the emails “hoping that [Mr. David] would make it right, hoping that he would 

realize the harm and damage that he had done to me and my family.” ER59. The 

emails from both Charif and Tony Kazal were harshly critical of Mr. David’s actions, 

accused him of crimes and other malfeasance, and generally ended with a paragraph 

along the following lines: 

I will not rest until you repay what you stole, plus damages, apologise publicly 

for the lies you told and serve time in prison for the despicable crimes you 

committed against me and my entire family! 

ER245 (email from Tony Kazal).2 

Mr. David described the emails as “all expressing outrageous statements. That 

I’m a criminal. I’ve stolen something. That all of my employees are criminals doing 

criminal behavior.” ER150. He was able to block the emails from his employees’ 

inboxes, partly successfully. ER147-ER148. He did not block them from his own 

 
2 The dispute between Mr. David and the Kazals is complex, but centers around the 
dilution of Charif and Tony Kazal’s equity in a joint venture from 50% to 0.1%. 
ER57. Mr. David describes this as a proper conversion of debt owed to him by the 
Kazals to equity held by him. ER143. A court in the Cayman Islands reversed the 
conversion and reinstated the Kazals’ percentage, ER165, but for various reasons 
this did not result in a full recovery.  
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inbox, but did not read most of them. ER120; ER121-ER122. He never requested 

that the emails stop. ER68. 

b. In early 2016, employees of Mr. David’s company, Thunder Studios, 

created websites using the names of four Kazal brothers (Adam, Tony, Charif, and 

Karl), for example www.adamkazal.com, along with a website named 

www.kazalfamilytruth.com. ER92-ER93; ER128. The websites claimed the Kazal 

brothers, who are of Lebanese heritage, supported Hezbollah—even though Charif 

Kazal “completely reject[s] any of their ideology, any of their beliefs,” ER63—and 

accused them of being criminals, money launderers, and terrorists. ER61-ER62. 

Because of the websites, the Kazal brothers have experienced incidents like Adam 

Kazal’s wife being told that she was the wife of a terrorist and his young children 

being ridiculed at school, and Tony Kazal’s son having difficulties during his service 

in the Australian army. ER64; ER69; ER96.  

3. October 26 to November 18, 2016 Protests in Los Angeles 

a. In the fall of 2016, Adam Kazal—who was not involved in the business 

dispute that began the strife between the two families, but was upset about the 

adamkazal.com website after seeing his wife and children distressed by the claims 

made on the website about him—decided to “escalate [his] protest against Mr 

David,” which had previously primarily involved posts on Twitter. ER95-ER96; 

ER97. He did so because Mr. David “refused to stop defaming me and give me my 
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identity back.” ER97. 

 The first protests organized by Adam Kazal occurred on October 26, 2016, 

approximately six months after Mr. David’s employees published the website 

making claims about Adam Kazal. ER96; ER108. They involved between six and 

eight protesters holding signs reading things like “Exposed the corporate thief,” with 

Mr. David’s picture, chanting “Rodric the robber,” and putting up similar banners. 

ER90; ER151; ER152. The protesters had flyers as well. ER151. The protests took 

place at two locations: on a cross street to Mr. David’s residential street more than 

1500 feet from his house, and on the sidewalk outside his business (Thunder 

Studios). ER152; ER108. The street where the neighborhood protests took place also 

was the route to Mr. David’s child’s school. ER152. 

The protests occurred on a second occasion in November 2016. ER160. In 

addition, a van emblazoned with Mr. David’s picture and slogans like “Exposed!!,” 

“Fraudster,” “Stole $180 Million,” and “Don’t be his next victim!!!” was driven in 

the vicinity of Mr. David’s neighborhood and business for about a week, beginning 

in mid-November. ER141; ER208-ER210. The van and the protesters’ placards also 

invited viewers to go to the website established by Charif Kazal to read more. 

ER208-ER210. The protest activity ended by November 18. ER216. A video of the 

protests and the van was admitted as Exhibit 7, ER152; Appellants have filed an 
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unopposed motion to file copies of that exhibit with the Court.3 

The police were called to the protests at both locations in October and 

determined they were lawful. ER113; ER116-ER117. In Mr. David’s neighborhood, 

the police said the “protesters had every right to be there” but they had to keep 

moving back and forth and could not put their banners on private or public property. 

ER113.  

Thunder Studios employee Paul Kolesa testified that he was not fearful from 

the protests on the sidewalk outside of Thunder Studios, and the protesters moved 

out of the way when he drove his car onto the business’s lot, but one delivery truck 

did not make a delivery that day. ER90; ER94. He reported the protests made 

employees “unsettled,” and Mr. David seemed “distressed” and appeared 

“uncomfortable.” ER91. According to Mr. David, one employee complained that 

protesters hit her car and used profanities. ER133. Mr. David stated that he did not 

feel fear for his safety from the protests, because he was in a secure building and a 

police car was outside, ER115, but he was “concerned for [the] safety” of “all of his 

employees.” ER133. 

Mr. David did not feel any threat to his safety from the protesters in his 

 
3 Adam Kazal organized similar efforts in Australia involving protesters holding 
signs, a similar van, and the distribution of flyers with similar messages. ER150-
ER151. Exhibit 7 contains two videos, one of protest activity in California and one 
of protest activity in Australia. 
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neighborhood, either, although he described the November protesters as looking 

“thuggish.” ER111-ER112; ER114. In October, he approached the protesters and 

asked them questions like “what are you doing here”; the protesters did not respond 

or engage with him in any way. ER110. The protesters also did not make any verbal 

threats, nor any movements that appeared threatening. ER110-ER111. A private 

investigator who observed the November protests witnessed cordial interactions 

between the protesters and curious neighbors. ER48-ER49.  

b. None of the Kazal brothers was present for the protest activity. Rather, two 

companies were involved. One was ICS, Mark Woodward’s private investigator 

agency. ER39. ICS purchased the van, arranged for the graphics and text to be added 

to it, and drove the van. ER52; ER216. Adam Kazal admitted that he paid for the 

protests. ER99-ER100. He testified that he paid with winnings from a horse race, 

but could not recall details, and that he was the sole payor. ER98; ER99-ER100. The 

ICS contract for the van stated the client was “Tony Kazal/Jaime,” referring to Jamie 

Brown, an Australian investigator. ER216; ER43-ER44. In related email 

correspondence, Mr. Brown stated “Thanks for the info, I will pass to Tony.” ER220. 

But Mr. Woodward testified that he did not know why his associate had written Tony 

Kazal’s name on the contract and that it was a mistake. ER44. Tony Kazal testified 

that he was not aware of anything being sent to him from Mark Woodward. ER102. 

As for the protesters, ICS was not involved; they were from a company called 
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“Crowds on Demand.” ER51. 

In addition to the graphic display van, Adam Kazal hired ICS via a separate 

contract to conduct surveillance. ER45-ER46; ER199. The objective was to obtain 

“video and clear photos of subject [(Mr. David)]” in relation to “an ongoing business 

civil dispute and theft of company.” ER199. The private investigator (Mr. 

Woodward) testified that a purpose of the surveillance was to “establish patterns” 

prior to the protest activity involving the van, and to “make sure nobody was getting 

out of line.” ER41-ER42. Mrs. David testified that she was filmed on the day of the 

protest in November, and that she believed she was followed on another day that 

month and saw a van parked at the end of her street. ER84-ER86. Mr. Woodward 

explained that ICS did not conduct surveillance on Mrs. David specifically but she 

was included on some of the video because they conducted some surveillance on the 

house. ER50.  

4. Cease-and-Desist Letter and Australian Court Order 

Mr. David testified that on the day of the first protest, he “had [the Davids’] 

Australian attorney immediately send a cease and desist letter to all the Kazals, [he] 

believe[s].” ER154. At the time, Adam Kazal and Charif Kazal were respondents in 

a lawsuit brought by Mr. David and Thunder Studios in Australia. ER70. On 

November 11, 2016, the Australian court issued an order, by consent, restraining 

Adam Kazal from publishing or distributing any material conveying that Mr. David 
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is a corporate thief, or making related claims. ER211-ER215. A similar order was 

obtained by a different party against Charif Kazal. ER126. Tony Kazal was not a 

party to the suit and no restraining order was sought or obtained against Tony Kazal. 

Id. 

 A few days before the Australian order was entered, Adam Kazal sent Mr. 

Woodward an email asking him to have someone “print up stickers” to cover up his 

name (where the placards read “c/o Adam Kazal,” for example) with Tony Kazal’s 

name because an “action has started against [him] in Australia.” ER52-ER53. The 

second protest in Los Angeles, including the van displaying harsh critiques of Mr. 

David, took place after the Australian order was issued. ER160. Due to similar 

activities in Australia and internet posts, Adam Kazal was found guilty of criminal 

contempt of the Australian order and sentenced to prison. ER224-ER226. 

5. Tweets and Emails by Adam Kazal 

a. After the end of the first day of the protests, Adam Kazal sent an email to 

Rodric David and several Thunder Studios employees with the subject “Adam Kazal 

Demands Answers from the Online Identity Thief – Day 1.” ER205. The email began 

by reciting the misconduct Adam Kazal believes Mr. David engaged in. Id. It ended 

with: 

You made it personal, and I will show you that I’m not going to put up with 
the crap you tried to dish out to my brothers. 
 
My team in L.A. are going to expose you wherever you go until you are 
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charged with your crimes, and my team in Sydney will expose all of the 
spineless thieves who thought they could help themselves to steal from my 
family. 
 
Getting your hyena to scream at the LA Police like she did yesterday exposing 
how the disgustingly racist elements of your family are not restricted just to 
your Syrian David blood is not going to stop me and my crew!! 
 
I will show the good people of LA what scum they have allowed into their 
city that Australia is glad to be rid of. Let’s see how you like having the truth 
of what you get up to reported for the world to see your true colors. 
 
You and your crime lord father, John David, might be used to stealing white 
collar style with the help from your family’s ex-politician lap dog, but I don't 
really care about any of that. 
 
You start a fight with me, I will show you how Adam Kazal is different to the 
rest of the family. 
 
See you around grub. 
 

Id. Around the same time, Adam Kazal tweeted “hey @Rodric_David my team in 

LA are going to expose you wherever you go! – Day 1 @australian @thr #kazal 

@Thunder_Inc,” accompanied by a screen capture of the email. ER206. The profile 

picture for his Twitter account was a Guy Fawkes mask, and his tagline was 

“Revenge is sweet and not fattening – Alfred Hitchcock Hobbies: Hunting Pigs, 

Catching Thieves.” Id. 

A few days letter, after Adam Kazal received a letter from Mr. David’s 

attorney, he emailed Mr. David’s attorney, reiterating his objection to Mr. David 

stealing his online identity and defaming him. ER207. In the email, he “reserve[d] 

the right to not only continue using the Van, but to also increase the size of [his] 
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fleet” unless Mr. David “remove[d] the offensive website and transfers the domain 

name www.adamkazal.com” to him, apologizes, and pays his “costs of 

$666,666.66.” Id. He said that if Mr. David’s attorney “fail[ed] to meet [his] 

demands,” he “reserve[d] the right to do whatever is necessary to expose the 

Corporate fraudsters” and those who aided them. Id. Therefore, Mr. David’s attorney 

should “[f]eel free to warn all involved to ensure they have a good digital image 

online if they want to look their best on the side of my growing fleet of vans.” Id. 

Adam Kazal did not send this email to Mr. David, but Mr. David’s attorney 

forwarded it to him and the email was posted to Adam Kazal’s Twitter page. ER159. 

Mr. and Mrs. David felt that these communications from Adam were 

threatening. Specifically, they interpreted the statements “Adam Kazal is different 

to the rest of the family” and “See you around grub” to mean, in Mr. David’s words, 

the “next action was not going to be in words.” ER157; see also ER80-ER81. Mr. 

David “had no idea” what Adam Kazal’s reference to “team in LA” meant but 

thought it could be a hit man, even though the email associated with the tweet said 

the “team in LA are going to expose” Mr. David. ER155; ER206; see also ER82 

(Mrs. David’s interpretation of the tweet as a threat). Because “666” is widely 

understood to be a reference to the devil, Mrs. David testified that the demand for 

$666,666.66 to Mr. David’s attorney was “obviously meant as a threatening 

number... intended to convey something evil.” ER82; ER207.  
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Mr. and Mrs. David’s perception was influenced by their beliefs about past 

actions by Adam Kazal which contributed to their sentiment that, as Mr. David put 

it, “Adam Kazal is different.” ER164; see also ER80-ER81 (Mrs. David’s testimony 

that the idea of Adam Kazal being different from the rest of the family “resonated” 

because of what she knew of his past actions). Because of their belief that Adam 

Kazal meant something other than speech, the Davids feared for their safety and 

upgraded their security measures at home and at Thunder Studios. ER164; ER84. 

This all caused Mr. David substantial emotional distress. ER89.  

C. Procedural History 

 1. As delimited by the operative complaint, the “pattern of conduct” 

underlying the stalking claim took place entirely within California, and consists of 

the emails, tweets, and protests in Los Angeles in October and November 2016. 

ER193-ER195 (¶¶ 22-33). Before trial, the Kazals moved to exclude evidence of 

protests in Australia because it was not the basis of the claim and was therefore both 

irrelevant and unfairly prejudicial under Rule 403. ER19. The district court denied 

the motion, reasoning the evidence was relevant for “corroborating” a pattern of 

conduct by the Kazals to harass Mr. David. ER20-ER21. With the understanding 

that any evidence pertaining to Australian activities would be “limited,” the court 

determined it would not “confuse or mislead the jury with respect to [Mr.] David’s 

stalking claim under California law.” ER21. 
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2. At the close of Mr. David’s case, and again after trial, the Kazals moved for 

judgment as a matter of law on the grounds that all of the activity that forms the basis 

of the claim is constitutionally-protected or covered by the private-investigator 

exception and that there was insufficient evidence to support a verdict against each 

defendant. ER5; ER72; ER73-ER76. The district court denied the motion, holding 

that a reasonable jury could find that Adam Kazal and Tony Kazal made threats that 

were not constitutionally protected speech, and that substantial evidence otherwise 

supported the verdict. ER5-ER7. 

3. After trial, the Kazals moved for a new trial or remittitur on the ground that 

the punitive damage awards were excessive relative to defendants’ reprehensibility 

and also relative to the compensatory damages. ER9; ER10. In addition, the Kazals 

argued the award against Adam Kazal, who was bankrupt, did not reflect his 

individual ability to pay, but rather was impermissibly based on evidence of his 

family’s wealth. ER11; ER31. The district court denied that motion on the ground 

that the conduct was reprehensible and not “provoked,” a ratio of ten to one was not 

unconstitutional, and the jury properly considered each defendant’s financial 

resources based on evidence of the Kazal family’s wealth. ER9-ER11. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The core of Mr. David’s stalking claim is speech: tweets, emails, graphic 

displays, and protesters holding signs, marching, and chanting. Deeply upsetting 
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speech. Maybe even outrageous and obnoxious speech. But not speech that can be 

regulated by the imposition of tort damages, because the California stalking statute 

excludes it and the First Amendment protects it. 

The “escalation” that occurred in 2016 as part of the parties’ long-running 

business dispute was a war of words. Charif Kazal began sending emails demanding 

redress and compensation in late 2015, posting them to a website telling his side of 

the story—accusing Mr. David of fraud and other misconduct. In early 2016, Mr. 

David’s employees set up opposing websites, using the Kazal brothers’ names as the 

domain names and accusing them of crimes and ties to an international terrorist 

organization. In late 2016, Adam Kazal opened a new front by speaking not only 

online, but in more traditional ways as well, with pickets, placards, banners, chants, 

and mobile displays. But it remained entirely a war of words. 

The protests informed Mr. David’s neighbors, employees, and business 

associates about the Kazals’ beliefs regarding Mr. David’s crimes. They were 

peaceful, and took place in public streets—traditional public forums. There were 

also emails, asking Mr. David to make right what the Kazals believed he had done 

wrong. Mr. David never asked them to stop sending emails directed to him, and the 

First Amendment does not permit him to order an end to the protests about him. 

Regardless of the speaker’s motive (such as intent to harass), and even when speech 

causes emotional distress, the First Amendment protects the right to say it so long as 
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it remains peaceful. 

It remained peaceful here. Adam Kazal said his team would “expose” Mr. 

David, report “the truth of what [he] get[s] up to … for the world to see,” and use 

his “growing fleet of vans” to get out his message. These were “threats” to engage 

in more speech, not “true threats” expressing a serious intent to inflict physical 

injury, and an objective observer would not understand them to be violent threats. 

The First Amendment therefore fully protects the protests and other get-out-the-

message activities at issue, and the California statute excludes them from its 

coverage for the same reason. The California statute also by its terms does not cover 

the brief period of surveillance conducted by a licensed private investigator, nor does 

it reach activity in Australia given California’s long-standing presumption against 

extraterritoriality. All of the activity complained of is therefore protected speech or 

otherwise excluded by definition from the California stalking tort, and judgment as 

a matter of law should have been granted to the Kazals on the stalking claim. 

Judgment as a matter of law should have been granted in favor of Tony Kazal 

for the additional reason that there was insufficient evidence from which a 

reasonable jury could find that he committed the stalking tort. At best, he could be 

tied to the emails and the graphic display van, both of which are protected speech. 

And no reasonable jury could infer that Tony Kazal made a credible threat that would 

cause a reasonable person to fear for his safety, much less a true threat that would 
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permit his speech to be punished. Apart from the protest speech on the graphic 

display vans, all he said (through emails to Mr. David) was that he would not rest 

until Mr. David was subject to criminal sanction and paid damages for his 

misconduct. That expressly invokes a lawful process, did not cause Mr. David to 

feel fear for his safety, and is precisely the same message conveyed by Charif Kazal, 

whom the jury found not liable. Given these facts, the verdict is not supported by 

substantial evidence. 

Finally, the $1 million punitive damages awarded against each defendant is 

grossly excessive and violates both California law and federal due process. The 

amounts awarded are higher than the punitive damages approved for much more 

egregious conduct, both in absolute terms and when viewed as a ten-to-one ratio to 

the compensatory awards. Given the substantial compensatory damages and the 

relatively minimal reprehensibility of the activity, if punitive damages are to be 

awarded at all, the constitutional ratio should be much closer to one-to-one. In 

addition, the punitive award against Adam Kazal is excessive under California law 

because it is not supported by substantial evidence of his ability to pay such an 

enormous sum, and there is substantial evidence that he cannot. 

There is no reason to doubt that Mr. David found it unsettling and distressing 

to see protesters in his neighborhood and outside of his business, along with a van 

covered in accusations that he was a corporate thief. But courts “have long 
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recognized that speech may need to be abrasive or upsetting in order to draw 

attention to the speaker’s cause.” Fogel v. Collins, 531 F.3d 824, 829 (9th Cir. 2008). 

That is all that happened here, and it is constitutionally protected activity. 

ARGUMENT 

I. THE JUDGMENT IS BASED ON ACTIVITY THAT IS EXCLUDED 
BY LAW FROM THE CALIFORNIA STALKING STATUTE. 

The activity that forms the core of Mr. David’s complaint was peaceful 

picketing on public streets, a long-protected First Amendment activity that cannot 

be restricted because it is offensive or embarrassing. The activity at the periphery of 

the claim, emails requesting redress and a brief period of surveillance by a licensed 

private investigator, is likewise excluded from the statute’s reach.  

Nor did the expressive activity lose its constitutional protection by association 

with what Mr. and Mrs. David subjectively perceived as a “true threat” embedded 

in two intemperate emails and a tweet by Adam Kazal. There were no threats of 

violence, only threats to continue taking action to “expose” Mr. David and to engage 

in core First Amendment activity. Whether read literally, or in the context of an 

ongoing and hotly-litigated business dispute, such “threats” to continue engaging in 

protected expressive activity are not statements from which an objective reader 

would infer intent to inflict serious bodily injury. Finally, the absence of sanctionable 

conduct within the United States cannot be cured by reference to conduct in 

Australia, which was never a part of the claim and is not subject to the statute.  
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A. Reviewability and Standard of Review 

This issue was raised in defendants’ pre- and post-judgment motions for 

judgment as a matter of law. ER5; ER73-ER76. This Court “review[s] a district 

court’s legal determinations, including constitutional rulings, de novo.” Thompson 

v. Hebdon, 909 F.3d 1027, 1033 (9th Cir. 2018) (citation omitted). In addition, “in 

cases raising First Amendment issues . . . an appellate court has an obligation to 

‘make an independent examination of the whole record’ in order to make sure that 

‘the judgment does not constitute a forbidden intrusion on the field of free 

expression.’” Bose Corp. v. Consumers Union, 466 U.S. 485, 499 (1984). 

B. Defendants’ Activity in the United States Is Constitutionally 
Protected or Otherwise Excluded from the Statute. 

 “Constitutionally protected activity is not included within the meaning of 

‘pattern of conduct’” on which a stalking claim can be based, Cal. Civ. Code 

§ 1708.7(b)(1), and the statute “shall not be construed to impair any constitutionally 

protected activity, including, but not limited to, speech, protest, and assembly.” Id. 

§ 1708.7(f). But a $2.2 million damages verdict based on speech and protests impairs 

precisely that constitutionally protected activity and is therefore both contrary to 

California law and an unconstitutional regulation of protected speech. See BMW of 

N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559, 572 n.17 (1996) (“State power may be exercised 

as much by a jury’s application of a state rule of law in a civil lawsuit as by a 

statute.”) (citing New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 265 (1964)). 
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The Constitution bars the imposition of damages for picketing, leafletting, and 

other forms of public criticism of Mr. David, even when the speech is “not reasoned 

or evenhanded, but slashing and one-sided” and causes emotional distress. Hustler 

Magazine, Inc. v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 54 (1988). It also precludes punishment of 

emails seeking a redress of wrongs where Mr. David never requested that they stop. 

Contrary to the district court’s conclusion, this speech did not cross the line into a 

“true threat” that would permit it to be regulated without transgressing the First 

Amendment or cause it to fall outside of the statutory exclusion. Finally, the 

surveillance activity undertaken by a licensed private investigator in conjunction 

with the protests is expressly excluded from the definition of the tort. 

1. Protests, leaflets, mobile displays, and public criticism are 
paradigmatic forms of protected speech. 

The primary basis for Mr. David’s stalking claim—eight of twelve paragraphs 

in the complaint—was picketing, leafleting, and graphic displays in public streets, a 

quintessential public forum. ER193-ER195 (¶¶ 23-25, 28-32). These protests were 

peaceful, no protesters made threats by word or gesture, and Mr. David did not fear 

them. ER110-ER112. Other than potentially blocking one vehicle, and hitting a car 

while using profanities with one Thunder Studios employee, the protesters did 

nothing other than march up and down the sidewalk, hold signs and flyers, interact 

peaceably with curious passers-by, and chant. ER90; ER151; ER152; ER133; ER48-

ER49. The police concluded the protests were lawful each time they were called. 
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ER113; ER116-ER117. The stalking tort cannot be applied to punish such activity.  

All streets, including residential ones, are public forums. Frisby v. Schultz, 

487 U.S. 474, 480 (1988) (“Our prior holdings make clear that a public street does 

not lose its status as a traditional public forum simply because it runs through a 

residential neighborhood.”). Because it singles out speech based on its purpose—

penalizing speech made with intent to harass, i.e., intent to “seriously alarm[], 

annoy[], torment[], or terrorize[],” Cal. Civ. Code § 1708.7(a)(1), (b)(5)—the 

stalking tort regulates speech based on content. Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 135 S. Ct. 

2218, 2227 (2015) (“[D]efining regulated speech by its function or purpose” is a 

“distinction[] drawn based on the message a speaker conveys.”). A state cannot 

“enforce a content-based exclusion” in a public forum unless it can satisfy strict 

scrutiny, i.e., show that its “regulation is necessary to serve a compelling state 

interest and that it is narrowly drawn to achieve that end.” Frisby, 487 U.S. at 481 

(citation omitted). Protecting the listener from emotional harm or the coercive 

pressure of a public critique does not meet this standard.4 

Consider Organization for a Better Austin v. Keefe, 402 U.S. 415 (1971). A 

 
4 The “First Amendment has ‘permitted restrictions upon the content of speech in a 
few limited areas,’” which are “historic and traditional categories long familiar to 
the bar,” and include “true threats.” United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460, 468 
(2010) (citations omitted). As discussed below, the speech here is not a “true threat” 
and does not fall within any of the other categories that may lawfully be restricted. 
See Section I.B.3. 
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group opposed to a local realtor’s business practices produced and distributed 

leaflets over the course of two months that criticized the realtor, accused him of 

being a “panic peddler,” and called on others to telephone him at his home phone 

number. Id. at 417. The group left leaflets on the doors of the realtor’s neighbors and 

handed them out at a neighborhood shopping center and to parishioners on their way 

to and from the realtor’s church. Id. The goal was to induce the realtor to change his 

practices “by letting his neighbors know what he was doing.” Id. (internal quotation 

marks omitted). A state court enjoined the leafletting on the ground that it invaded 

the realtor’s privacy and was “coercive and intimidating, rather than informative.” 

Id. at 418. The Supreme Court reversed because “the activity of peaceful 

pamphleteering is a form of communication protected by the First Amendment.” Id. 

at 419. What’s more, intent “to exercise a coercive impact . . . does not remove 

[speech] from the reach of the First Amendment,” because much speech is designed 

to influence conduct. Id. As for the realtor’s privacy, it was not implicated because 

the realtor was “not attempting to stop the flow of information into his own 

household, but to the public.” Id. at 420. The state could not restrain the 

pamphleteers from “engag[ing] openly and vigorously in making the public aware 

of respondent’s real estate practices,” even if their “views and practices . . . are no 

doubt offensive to others.” Id. at 419. 

So, too here, where the protests aimed to let Mr. David’s neighbors know what 
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he was doing. As the California statute itself recognizes by carving out 

constitutionally-protected activity, imposing a damages judgment would 

unconstitutionally punish and restrain the flow of information to the public— Mr. 

David’s neighbors and Thunder Studios’ employees and clients—regarding alleged 

crimes and unsavory business practices committed by Mr. David. The manner in 

which the information was provided—picketing using chants, graphics, and slogans 

(including on signs and on the van)—is a traditional form of protest activity that is 

as equally protected under the First Amendment as leafletting. See Carey v. Brown, 

447 U.S. 455, 460 (1980) (“There can be no doubt that in prohibiting peaceful 

picketing on the public streets and sidewalks in residential neighborhoods, 

[a] . . . statute regulates expressive conduct that falls within the First Amendment’s 

preserve.”). And allegations of criminal conduct and complaints about business 

practices are matters of public concern. See Obsidian Fin. Grp., LLC v. Cox, 740 

F.3d 1284, 1292 (9th Cir. 2014) (“Public allegations that someone is involved in 

crime generally are speech on a matter of public concern.”); Paradise Hills Assocs. 

v. Procel, 1 Cal. Rptr. 2d 514, 518–24 (Cal. Ct. App. 1991) (concluding that 

disgruntled customers had a First Amendment right to picket home building 

company). Picketing about “matters of public concern . . . is at the heart of the First 

Amendment’s protection.” Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443, 451–52 (2011) (internal 
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quotation marks omitted; alterations in original).5 

In addition to the protests, Mr. David objected to some of the public postings 

that were made to the website created by Charif Kazal and on Adam Kazal’s Twitter 

account, although he could have but did not block the Twitter account. ER122-

ER123. Yet Tweets and website posts are the modern version of leafletting; such 

speech takes place in the “most important place[] (in a spatial sense) for the exchange 

of views” in the modern era, which is “cyberspace—the ‘vast democratic forums of 

the Internet’ in general, and social media in particular.” Packingham v. North 

Carolina, 137 S. Ct. 1730, 1735 (2017) (citation omitted). Just as there is a First 

Amendment right to provide information to the public through leaflets, there is a 

First Amendment right to express views critical of another person—even harshly 

so—online.  

For example, in a paper analogue of a modern Tweet, a magazine published a 

parody using the name and picture of Jerry Falwell and describing his “first time” as 

 
5 A state may impose a content-neutral restriction on single-residence picketing, i.e., 
“focused picketing taking place solely in front of particular residence” to protect “the 
well-being, tranquility, and privacy of the home.” Frisby, 487 U.S. at 483–84. That 
does not apply here because the stalking tort statute is not content-neutral, and the 
picketing was on a cross street more than 1500 feet from Mr. David’s home, not 
“right in front of [the] house.” ER108. See Madsen v. Women’s Health Ctr., Inc., 
512 U.S. 753, 775 (1994) (holding even content-neutral 300 foot no-picketing zone 
around residences unconstitutional because at 300 feet away, a picket would not be 
a targeted picket of a particular residence but rather “general marching through 
residential neighborhoods”). 
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occurring “during a drunken incestuous rendezvous with his mother in an outhouse.” 

Hustler Magazine, 485 U.S. at 48. Rejecting a tort judgment based on intentional 

infliction of emotional distress, the Supreme Court reiterated its “longstanding 

refusal to allow damages to be awarded because the speech in question may have an 

adverse emotional impact.” Id. at 55. Rather, the Court reaffirmed the right to 

criticize public figures even though such speech “inevitably, will not always be 

reasoned or moderate” and public figures “will be subject to vehement, caustic, and 

sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks.” Id. at 51 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Although Hustler Magazine involved a public figure, Snyder confirmed that the 

same rule applies in tort suits involving private figures, when “a jury is unlikely to 

be neutral with respect to the content of [the] speech, posing a real danger of 

becoming an instrument for the suppression of . . . vehement, caustic, and 

sometimes unpleasan[t] expression.” 562 U.S. at 458 (internal quotation marks 

omitted; alteration in original). 

Nor does intent to “harass” remove peaceful picketing and public criticism 

from constitutional protection. See Rodriguez v. Maricopa Cty. Cmty. Coll. Dist., 

605 F.3d 703, 708 (9th Cir. 2010) (“There is no categorical ‘harassment exception’ 

to the First Amendment's free speech clause.”). The Supreme Court has repeatedly 

held that bad intentions do not strip speech of constitutional protection. In Garrison 

v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 64 (1964), the Court rejected the view that reputation-injuring 
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speech could be punished because of the speaker’s allegedly bad motives, such as a 

“wanton desire to injure.” Id. at 78. The Court offered two reasons for protecting 

speech without regard to purpose. First, speech is valuable even if the speaker’s 

motives may be unsavory. “[E]ven if [a speaker] did speak out of hatred, utterances 

honestly believed contribute to the free interchange of ideas and the ascertainment 

of truth.” Id. at 73. Second, restricting speech based on bad motives risks chilling 

even well-motivated speech. “Debate on public issues will not be uninhibited if the 

speaker must run the risk that it will be proved in court that he spoke out of hatred.” 

Id.  

For these reasons, a majority of the Supreme Court has agreed that a 

“speaker’s motivation” is generally “entirely irrelevant to the question of 

constitutional protection” because “First Amendment freedoms need breathing 

space to survive,” and “[a]n intent test provides none.” FEC v. Wis. Right to Life, 

Inc., 551 U.S. 449, 468–69 (2007) (lead opinion) (citation omitted); id. at 495 

(Scalia, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment) (rejecting a 

motivation-based test). And the Supreme Court has specifically rejected the 

argument that the intent to inflict emotional distress renders speech punishable. 

Hustler Magazine, 485 U.S. at 53. 

The verdict here may well reflect the jury’s view that loudly, openly, and 

repeatedly calling Mr. David a “fraudster” and “corporate thief” on the internet, in 
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his neighborhood, and outside his business was offensive, outrageous, and outside 

the bounds of civil discourse. Maybe so. But “so long as the means are peaceful, the 

communication need not meet standards of acceptability.” Keefe, 402 U.S. at 419. 

The “right to provoke, offend and shock lies at the core of the First Amendment.” 

Rodriguez, 605 F.3d at 708. Speech “can stir people to action, move them to tears of 

both joy and sorrow, and . . . inflict great pain.” Snyder, 562 U.S. at 460–61. But 

under the First Amendment, “we cannot react to that pain by punishing the speaker.” 

Id. at 461. 

2. The emails requesting redress of wrongs are protected. 

Although the gravamen of Mr. David’s claim was speech to the public about 

him, he also objected to receiving about 300 emails from Charif Kazal and Tony 

Kazal, combined, over the course of a year. ER150. These communications—made 

for the purpose of encouraging Mr. David to right wrongs, ER59—also fall within 

the Constitution’s protection. 

As a general rule, speakers have the right to initiate unsolicited one-to-one 

communications, whether through door-to-door solicitation, mailings, or modern 

methods like emails. See, e.g., Consol. Edison Co. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 447 U.S. 

530, 542 (1980) (holding state could not prohibit utility from mailing certain 

material advocating nuclear power because the “customer of Consolidated Edison 

may escape exposure to objectionable material simply by transferring the bill insert 
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from envelope to wastebasket”); Martin v. City of Struthers, 319 U.S. 141 (1943) 

(invalidating ordinance that barred all door-to-door distribution of literature).  

To be sure, when the recipient makes clear that further one-to-one 

communication is unwanted, then such communication may be constitutionally 

limited, after a point. See, e.g., Rowan v. U.S. Post Office Dep’t, 397 U.S. 728, 738 

(1970) (“[N]o one has a right to press even ‘good’ ideas on an unwilling recipient.”); 

Martin, 319 U.S. at 148 (“A city can punish those who call at a home in defiance of 

the previously expressed will of the occupant.”); Mainstream Mktg. Servs., Inc. v. 

FTC, 358 F.3d 1228, 1233 (10th Cir. 2004) (upholding do-not-call rule because, 

inter alia, it “restricts only core commercial speech” and it requires affirmative 

consumer opt-in). Even then, however, some repetition remains constitutionally 

protected. The law “does not require that on a matter of . . . obvious importance and 

concern, one must take no for an answer and never call again.” State v. Stephens, 

807 P.2d 241, 244–45 (N.M. Ct. App. 1991) (vacating harassment conviction for 

multiple phone calls to parent of granddaughter’s boyfriend even after being told to 

stop calling); State v. Vaughn, 366 S.W.3d 513, 519–20 (Mo. 2012) (holding statute 

prohibiting “repeated unwanted communication to another person” was 

unconstitutionally overbroad).  

Here, there was no repeated unwanted communication, because Mr. David 

never requested that the emails stop. ER68; see Rowan, 397 U.S. at 737 (upholding 
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statute that limited certain mail only after “an affirmative act of the addressee giving 

notice that he wishes no further mailings”). Moreover, the emails were also 

addressed to a group of Mr. David’s employees. ER60. When “a single speaker 

communicates to many listeners, the First Amendment does not permit the 

government to prohibit speech as intrusive unless the ‘captive’ audience cannot 

avoid objectionable speech.” Consol. Edison Co., 447 U.S. at 541–42. Mr. David 

could have easily avoided the emails because he mostly blocked them from his 

employees’ inboxes, but not his own, and did not read most of them in any event. 

ER147-ER148; ER120; ER121-ER122. Given these factors, the balance tips in favor 

of constitutional protection for the emails. See Rowan, 397 U.S. at 736 (“[T]he right 

of every person ‘to be let alone’ must be placed in the scales with the right of others 

to communicate.”). 

3. The “true threats” exception does not apply. 

In denying the Kazals’ motion for judgment as a matter of law, the district 

court “agree[d] that Defendants’ actions would be protected were they under the veil 

of the First Amendment.” See ER5. The district court held, however, that “a 

reasonable jury could perceive Defendants’ actions as threats” not entitled to 

constitutional protection. Id. That was legal error. 

a. The question whether a threat is a true threat is a question for the court, not 

the jury. Although the Court “construe[s] the historical facts, the findings on the 
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statutory elements, and all credibility determinations in favor of the prevailing 

party,” it must “review the record independently in order to satisfy [itself] that” the 

statements at issue “constitute a ‘true threat’ such that they lack First Amendment 

protection,” which is “a matter of constitutional law.” Planned Parenthood of the 

Columbia/Willamette, Inc. v. Am. Coalition of Life Activists, 290 F.3d 1058, 1070 

(9th Cir. 2002) (en banc). 

b. A reasonable listener would not interpret the statements made by Tony 

Kazal and Adam Kazal as threats to inflict bodily harm. “Content-based restrictions 

on speech have been permitted, as a general matter, only when confined to” specific 

categories, including “true threats.” United States v. Alvarez, 132 S. Ct. 2537, 2544 

(2012).6 A statement is a true threat only if it is “reasonably foreseeable . . . to a 

speaker that the listener will seriously take his communication as an intent to inflict 

bodily harm.” Fogel, 531 F.3d at 831 (alteration in original).  

Hyperbole and intemperate rhetoric are not true threats. For example, in 

NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886 (1982), the Supreme Court held 

that the First Amendment precluded a damages remedy based on a boycott of white 

merchants. Organizers kept track of individuals who did not abide by the boycott, 

 
6 Defamation is another such category. Id. Mr. David made no attempt to establish 
the elements of defamation in this case, nor did the jury make any findings that any 
of the Kazals’ allegations were defamatory. Mr. David has brought a defamation suit 
under Australian law, which is pending. ER66. 
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published their names, branded them as traitors to the cause, and generally subjected 

them to substantial social ostracization, resulting in several violent incidents. 

Planned Parenthood, 290 F.3d at 1072 (describing Claiborne Hardware). In several 

speeches, one organizer referred to breaking the necks of people who did not adhere 

to the boycott, stating “[i]f we catch any of you going in any of them racist stores, 

we’re gonna break your damn neck.” Id. at 1073. The Supreme Court determined 

this was “emotionally charged rhetoric” that remained constitutionally protected. 

Claiborne Hardware, 458 U.S. at 928. Even “ostensibly threatening statements 

directed at specific individuals can be protected,” including when they make explicit 

reference to violent acts, for example a statement that “I, for one, have etched the 

name . . . and others of her ilk on my permanent shit list, a two-ton slate of polished 

granite which I hope to someday drop in [the new college president’s] head.” Fogel, 

531 F.3d at 830 (quoting Bauer v. Sampson, 261 F.3d 775, 780 (9th Cir. 2001)). 

Such intemperate rhetoric and hyperbole—but without any violent imagery—

is all that occurred here. With respect to Tony Kazal, the district court held that he 

sent “threatening” emails, ER6, but the “threat” was to demand repayment of what 

Mr. Kazal believed Mr. David stole and to seek Mr. David’s imprisonment. The end 

of a typical email reads: 

I will not rest until you repay what you stole, plus damages, apologise publicly 

for the lies you told and serve time in prison for the despicable crimes you 
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committed against me and my entire family! 

See, e.g., ER245; ER250, ER255, ER271, ER280 (same). No reasonable person 

would read those emails, that explicitly invoke lawful redress procedures, as even 

implicit threats “to inflict bodily harm.” Fogel, 531 F.3d at 831. And Mr. David did 

not take them that way. He received emails with virtually identical closing 

paragraphs for years, ER59-ER60, and although he reported them to the FBI, ER124, 

the Davids did not become fearful for their safety or upgrade their security measures 

until the protests began, ER84; ER164. 

 Adam Kazal likewise made no statement from which a reasonable person 

would infer intent to inflict bodily harm. The only actions he threatened to undertake 

were to “expose” Mr. David, ER205-ER206, “report[] . . . the truth,” ER205, and to 

increase the use of his “fleet of vans,” ER207, which he did through protests. 

Although Mr. David interpreted Adam Kazal’s reference to a “team in LA” as a 

reference to a potential hitman, ER155, the tweet expressly said what the team would 

do: “expose” Mr. David, which is precisely what the team was then doing, through 

protest activity and, later, the mobile display van. Mr. David’s speculation that the 

“team” might do something else is not a reasonable inference. As for the reference 

to $666,666.66, that is precisely the sort of rhetorical flourish that may be juvenile 

and intemperate, but does not constitute a “true threat,” and that email was not even 

sent to Mr. David, but to his attorney. ER207. 
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 To be sure, the “totality of the message” conveyed by Adam Kazal must be 

viewed “in light of the full context available to someone” viewing his statements. 

Fogel, 531 F.3d at 831. But that context cannot convert Adam Kazal’s statements 

into statements of intent to inflict bodily injury. Yes, a protective order had been 

issued against him about three and a half years prior for assaulting Mr. David’s 

father-in-law. ER87-ER88. And that history certainly colored Mr. and Mrs. David’s 

subjective reactions to the speech, as it was largely due to these past actions that Mr. 

and Mrs. David interpreted the statements “Adam Kazal is different to the rest of the 

family” and “See you around grub” to be a threat of physical violence. ER80-81; 

ER157. But as Adam Kazal explained, and his actions in California demonstrate, he 

differed from his brothers because he did not limit his criticism to the internet, and 

instead hired protesters and a van emblazoned with slogans to expand the reach of 

his message.  

True threats are, generally, literal threats. See, e.g., Fogel, 531 F.3d at 830 

(describing examples like a message to a doctor stating “Robert, remember Dr. 

Gunn. . . . This could happen to you. . . . Whoever sheds man’s blood, by man his 

blood shall be shed” and letters “describing violence [the defendant] hoped 

[officials] would suffer if they failed to act as he directed”); United States v. Stewart, 

420 F.3d 1007, 1018 (9th Cir. 2005) (statement that defendant “wanted to target a 

judge and ‘string the motherfucker up and cut her throat, his throat, and make it like 
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a copycat so that people would do the same thing’”). Although it is possible for 

facially non-threatening statements to be implied threats under this circuit’s 

precedent, it takes a much tighter pattern tying such statements to acts of violence to 

convert them into “true threats.” In Planned Parenthood, facially non-threatening 

posters were deemed “true threats” because three doctors who had appeared on 

“Deadly Dozen” posters were subsequently murdered, and the individuals making 

similar posters knew that other doctors who were portrayed in those posters would 

perceive their portrayal in the same group as evoking the murders and as a threat to 

carry out the same act. 290 F.3d at 1085–86.  

Here, there is no similar tie between particular speech and violence that makes 

the speech “connote anything that it does not literally say.” United States v. Lincoln, 

403 F.3d 703, 707 (9th Cir. 2005). All the statements express is that Adam Kazal 

will do more than his brothers did to get his message out and expose what he believes 

are Mr. David’s crimes, which is precisely what happened. A reasonable speaker 

would not expect that this speech, which threatens to expose wrongdoing and does 

not mention violence, would be interpreted by the Davids as a serious expression of 

intent to inflict physical injury. Fogel, 531 F.3d at 831 (under the objective test for 

a true threat, the question is whether it is “reasonably foreseeable . . . that the listener 

will seriously take [the] communication as an intent to inflict bodily harm”). 
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4. Surveillance by a licensed private investigator is separately 
excluded from the statute. 

 A final component of Mr. David’s stalking claim was surveillance conducted 

by a licensed private investigator, ICS, which captured images of himself and Mrs. 

David. ER84-ER86; ER199. The stalking tort excludes, however, “any lawful 

activity of private investigators licensed pursuant to Article 3 (commencing with 

Section 7520) of Chapter 11.3 of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code” 

from the definition of “follows” and “place under surveillance.” Cal. Civ. Code  

§ 1708.7(b)(4), (6). The cross-referenced article of the Business and Professions 

Code, in turn, defines private investigator activities to include “any investigation for 

the purpose of obtaining[] information with reference to . . . the . . . habits, 

conduct, . . . activity, movement, [and] whereabouts, . . . of any person.” Cal. Bus. 

& Prof. Code § 7521(b). The private investigator (Mr. Woodward) testified that a 

purpose of the surveillance was to “establish patterns” prior to the protest activity 

involving the graphic display van, as well as monitor conduct during the protests. 

ER41-ER42. Such lawful activity of licensed investigators is expressly excluded 

from coverage of the stalking tort.7   

 
7 The definition of “follows” and “place under surveillance” also excludes the lawful 
activities “of law enforcement personnel or employees of agencies, either public or 
private, who, . . . engage in any conduct or activity to obtain evidence of suspected 
illegal activity or other misconduct, . . . suspected fraudulent conduct, or any 
suspected activity involving a violation of law . . . .” Cal. Civ. Code § 1708.7(b)(4), 
(6). Because private agencies are included, along with law enforcement, in the 
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C. Activity in Australia Cannot Sustain the Judgment Because Such 
Activity Is Not Covered by the California Statute. 

It was undisputed here that activity in Australia could not form the basis of 

the stalking claim. Under California law, a law is presumed not to apply to conduct 

outside of California unless the intent to do so is plain. Sullivan v. Oracle Corp., 254 

P.3d 237, 248 (Cal. 2011) (“However far the Legislature’s power may theoretically 

extend, we presume the Legislature did not intend a statute to be operative, with 

respect to occurrences outside the state, . . . unless such intention is clearly expressed 

or reasonably to be inferred from the language of the act or from its purpose, subject 

matter or history.”) (internal quotation marks omitted, alteration in original). There 

is no indication that the California legislature intended the stalking tort to apply 

extraterritorially. See Steep Hill Labs., Inc., 2018 WL 1242182, at *11 (dismissing 

California stalking claim because the only evidence of a “credible threat” was an 

assault in Nevada which was not covered by California statute). Consistent with this 

doctrine, Mr. David’s stalking claim was limited to activity within California. 

ER193-ER195. 

Over the Kazals’ objection via a motion in limine, ER17, the jury was 

nonetheless presented with evidence regarding protest and leafletting activity in 

 
second clause, the better reading of the statute is that the second clause does not limit 
the scope of the exclusion for any activity authorized by the Business and 
Professions Code for licensed private investigators. 
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Australia that took place about the same time as activity in Los Angeles, and formed 

the basis for Adam Kazal’s criminal contempt sanction (along with some internet 

postings). The district court admitted the evidence because it could be used to 

“corroborat[e]” Mr. David’s California-based claim, on the understanding that it 

would be “limited” and therefore not confuse the jury. ER20-ER21. As presented to 

the jury, however, Australian activity was a major part of the case. See, e.g., ER25-

26; ER27; ER28-ER29; ER30; ER138; ER140-ER141; ER150-ER151 (examples of 

Mr. David’s testimony and Mr. David’s counsel’s references to Australian protests 

and court order during opening and closing argument). Reference in argument to 

“stalking conduct in Australia,” ER30, easily could have confused the jury about the 

scope of the claim before it, which was limited to California. Cf. Larez v. City of Los 

Angeles, 946 F.2d 630, 644 (9th Cir. 1991) (holding judgment must be reversed due 

to erroneous admission of evidence where, inter alia, counsel relied heavily on the 

evidence in closing). Even if the jury was confused, however, the Court’s task is 

clear: activity in Australia is not legally part of the California stalking tort and the 

judgment must stand or fall based on activity within California alone. 

D. Reversal Is Required Because the Judgment Is Based at Least in 
Part on Statutorily-Excluded Activity. 

Because the activity comprising the stalking claim is entirely excluded from 

the definition of the tort, the judgment must be reversed. If the Court concludes, 

however, that even part of the activity submitted to the jury is constitutionally 
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protected—which the peaceful protests unquestionably are, as the police at the scene 

recognized, ER113; ER116-ER117—the judgment still must be reversed. It is 

undoubtedly tainted by the jury’s consideration of constitutionally protected 

conduct. In Claiborne Hardware, the Supreme Court reversed a damages judgment 

where the “taint of violence colored the conduct of some of the petitioners . . . [who] 

may be held liable,” but other aspects of a boycott were constitutionally protected. 

458 U.S. at 933; cf. Street v. New York, 394 U.S. 576, 588 (1969) (“[W]hen a single-

count indictment or information charges the commission of a crime by virtue of the 

defendant’s having done both a constitutionally protected act and one which may be 

unprotected, and a guilty verdict ensues without elucidation, there is an unacceptable 

danger that the trier of fact will have regarded the two acts as ‘intertwined’ and have 

rested the conviction on both together.”). The Kazals argued below that all the 

claimed stalking activity was protected by the First Amendment; if this Court agrees 

that even part of the conduct was, that is enough to vacate the judgment. 

II. THE JUDGMENT AGAINST TONY KAZAL IS NOT SUPPORTED 
BY SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. 

A. Reviewability and Standard of Review 

This issue was raised in defendants’ pre- and post-judgment motions for 

judgment as a matter of law. ER3; ER7; ER73-ER74. The Court “review[s] de novo 

a denial of a motion for judgment as a matter of law to determine whether substantial 

evidence supported the prevailing party’s claims.” Weaving v. City of Hillsboro, 763 
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F.3d 1106, 1111 (9th Cir. 2014). “Substantial evidence is such relevant evidence as 

reasonable minds might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.” Id. “It is error 

to deny a judgment [as a matter of law] when it is clear that the evidence and its 

inferences cannot reasonably support a judgment in favor of the opposing party.” Id. 

(alteration in original). 

B. The Evidence Cannot Reasonably Support an Inference that Tony 
Kazal Engaged in Any Non-Constitutionally-Protected Activity, 
Made a Credible Threat, or Was Requested to Cease His Activity. 

Viewed in the light most favorable to the verdict, a reasonable jury could have 

concluded that Tony Kazal was involved—at most—in two aspects of the speech 

critical of Mr. David. One was “contract[ing] for persons to drive a van displaying 

derogatory signs regarding [Mr.] David,” ER7—i.e., the van calling Mr. David a 

“fraudster” that appeared in his neighborhood and near his business for about a week. 

ER162. The second was sending Mr. David “numerous emails,” ER7, which were 

sent by both Charif and Tony Kazal and added up to about 300 emails total over the 

course of a year. ER150. For the reasons discussed above, such expressive activity 

falls within the heartland of the freedom of speech protected by the First 

Amendment, and is thus excluded by law from the “pattern of conduct” that can 

subject a defendant to tort liability, Cal. Civ. Code § 1708.7(b)(1). The judgment 

against Tony Kazal fails for three additional reasons.  

First, as described above, pp. 34-35, supra, neither Tony Kazal’s emails nor 
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the van displaying information critical of Mr. David constitute a “true threat” that 

can be regulated consistent with the First Amendment.  

Second, for similar reasons, there is no evidence from which a jury could 

determine that Tony Kazal made a “credible threat,” as necessary to satisfy the 

second element of the tort of stalking. Cal. Civ. Code § 1708.7(a)(3)(A). A credible 

threat is a threat “made with the intent and apparent ability to carry out the threat so 

as to cause the person who is the target of the threat to reasonably fear for his or her 

safety or the safety of his or her immediate family.” Id. § 1708.7(b)(2). There is not 

sufficient evidence from which a reasonable jury could find Tony Kazal made such 

a threat.  

Tony Kazal made no verbal statements to Mr. David, and his written emails 

did not threaten Mr. David’s safety. ER242-ER294. Mr. David found the emails 

“outrageous,” ER150, but that is a far cry from reasonably fearing for his safety. Nor 

did the employment of a van covered in derogatory slogans and pictures imply a 

threat of physical harm. Mr. David feared for his safety because in his view “Adam 

Kazal is different,” ER164, but voiced no fear for his safety based on Tony Kazal’s 

actions. There is thus no evidence of true or credible threats. And even a “mere 

scintilla is not enough” to sustain a verdict, Lakeside-Scott, 556 F.3d at 802 (quoting 

Willis v. Marion Cty. Auditor’s Office, 118 F.3d 542, 545 (7th Cir. 1997)). Without 

a credible threat, a stalking claim cannot stand. That is why, in the very case cited 
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by the district court for the proposition that harassing emails can be a pattern of 

conduct, the court dismissed the stalking claim for lack of a credible threat. Madsen 

v. Buffum, No. ED 12-01605-MWF (SP), 2013 WL 12139139, at *2 (C.D. Cal. July 

17, 2013). 

The lack of evidence on credible threat is compounded by a failure of proof 

that Mr. David, as to Tony Kazal, “clearly and definitively demanded that the 

defendant cease and abate his or her pattern of conduct.” Cal. Civ. Code 

§ 1708.7(a)(3)(A).8 Mr. David never requested that the emails cease. ER68. As for 

the rest, although Mr. David testified that his attorney sent cease and desist letters to 

“all the Kazals,” his testimony was equivocal at times (stating at one point that he 

“believe[d]” that was the case), ER154, and he agreed that the letter was sent to “the 

Kazal’s attorney,” ER134. Although Charif Kazal and Adam Kazal were 

respondents in the same suit in Australia and shared an attorney, Tony Kazal was 

not. See ER70. In addition, Mr. David testified that he sent a letter to the attorney in 

Australia because it had to be done in the country of the person’s residence, but Tony 

Kazal is a resident of the United Arab Emirates. ER134; ER101. No cease-and-desist 

 
8 Defendants argued below that the evidence was insufficient to support the verdict 
against Tony Kazal, ER5, which preserved the issue for appeal, including the 
elaboration of additional detail; here the absence of any cease and desist request to 
Tony Kazal. See Simkins v. NevadaCare, Inc., 229 F.3d 729, 736 (9th Cir. 2000), as 
amended (Oct. 31, 2000) (holding “general issue is properly before [the Court] on 
appeal” permitting any “reasonable interpretation” of the document at issue even 
though “specific interpretation of the [document] was not expressly raised below”).  
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letter was entered into evidence. And the only response to any letter from Mr. 

David’s attorney was Adam Kazal’s email. ER207. A jury’s inference is only 

“reasonable ‘when it may be drawn from the evidence without resort to 

speculation.’” Lakeside-Scott, 556 F.3d at 802 (quoting Genthe v. Lincoln, 383 F.3d 

713, 716 (8th Cir. 2004)). Finding that Tony Kazal received a request to cease and 

desist would require speculation.9 

Finally, if one hypothesizes, as the district court did, that the jury found Tony 

Kazal’s emails to be “threatening,” ER7, that would raise the problem of inconsistent 

verdicts because the purportedly “threatening” paragraph of Tony Kazal’s emails 

was virtually identical to language in Charif Kazal’s emails, ER242-ER294, and the 

jury found that Charif Kazal did not commit the tort of stalking. See Zhang v. Am. 

Gem Seafoods, Inc., 339 F.3d 1020, 1032 (9th Cir. 2003) (holding that one form of 

inconsistent verdicts occurs when “the jury . . . return[s] a general verdict that, under 

the facts of the case, implies a lack of evidence underlying another general verdict”). 

The district court reasoned that it “is not the province of the Court to determine how 

the jury reached its verdict,” and that Tony Kazal’s appearance on email 

correspondence related to the protest van could have made the difference. ER7. But 

with the van properly excluded from consideration as constitutionally protected 

 
9 Violation of a restraining order can substitute, under the statute, for proof of both 
a credible threat and a cease-and-desist request, but it is undisputed that no 
restraining order was ever sought or obtained against Tony Kazal. ER126. 
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speech (or under the licensed private investigator exception, or both), the evidence 

regarding Charif Kazal and Tony Kazal would be materially the same, creating an 

irreconcilable inconsistency. As discussed above, the emails, too, are protected 

speech. But even if not, they fall short of meeting the elements of the tort (as the jury 

rightly recognized in Charif Kazal’s case), and the judgment against Tony Kazal 

must be reversed for that additional reason. 

III. THE PUNITIVE DAMAGES AWARDS ARE EXCESSIVE. 

A. Reviewability and Standard of Review 

This issue was raised in defendants’ post-judgment motion for a new trial or 

for remittitur. ER9. The Court “review[s] the district court’s application of 

[legal] guideposts to a jury’s punitive damages award de novo, but defer[s] to the 

district court's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous.” Mendez v. Cty. of 

San Bernardino, 540 F.3d 1109, 1120 (9th Cir. 2008). 

B. The Punitive Damage Awards Far Exceed Any Measure of Harm, 
Do Not Reflect Individualized Judgments of Reprehensibility, and 
Are Impermissibly Based on Evidence of the Family’s Wealth. 

The jury awarded compensatory damages of $100,000, plus punitive damages 

of $1 million, against each defendant. The $1 million punitive damage awards in this 

case were grossly excessive and violated due process. 

 Courts reviewing punitive damages must “consider three guideposts: (1) the 

degree of reprehensibility of the defendant’s misconduct; (2) the disparity between 

the actual or potential harm suffered by the plaintiff and the punitive damages award; 
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and (3) the difference between the punitive damages awarded by the jury and the 

civil penalties authorized or imposed in comparable cases.” State Farm Mut. Auto. 

Ins. Co. v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408, 418 (2003). Although there is no bright line test, 

“in practice, few awards exceeding a single-digit ratio between punitive and 

compensatory damages, to a significant degree, will satisfy due process.” Id. at 

425.10   

 First, the degree of reprehensibility cannot support the $1 million punitive 

damages awards here. With the exception of a brief period of lawful surveillance by 

a licensed private investigator, all of the activity at issue is pure speech: picketing, 

protesting, and emails. Even if the Court finds that Adam or Tony Kazal made a true 

threat—as required to impose any liability at all—such a threat would have been a 

small component of an overall protest effort that took place over a limited period 

(three weeks), ER160; ER162, was determined by the police to be lawful, ER113; 

ER116-ER117, and was not itself threatening, ER110-ER112.  

And although the most egregious threats—threats to murder, backed up by 

three actual murders committed by others—can “hover[] high in the hierarchy” of 

reprehensibility, even such threats are not “the worst kind of tortious conduct a 

defendant can commit,” because there is “no actual violence.” Planned Parenthood 

 
10 The district court did not find a comparable civil penalty, so that guidepost is 
neutral. ER10. 
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of the Columbia/Willamette, Inc. v. Am. Coalition of Life Activists, 422 F.3d 949, 

958 (9th Cir. 2005). Considering a case much more egregious than this, where the 

defendants intentionally distributed posters that they knew would be interpreted as 

a threat to kill, threatening doctors who were financially vulnerable and induced to 

quit their practices, the court nevertheless capped the punitive damages awarded to 

the threatened doctors at much lower amounts (ranging from $3,375 to nearly 

$357,000). Id. at 964.    

Any threat by Adam Kazal is far less egregious than those considered in 

Planned Parenthood, and contrary to the district court’s reasoning, ER10, there was 

substantial evidence that the protests were provoked by Mr. David’s associates’ 

creation of a website in Adam Kazal’s name accusing him of crimes and ties to an 

international terrorist organization. ER97; ER61; ER69. Confronted by speech 

making accusations that he engaged in misconduct, Adam Kazal responded with 

speech reciting the ways in which he believes Mr. David has engaged in crimes 

against him and the Kazal family, along with “threats” to engage in more speech, 

see pp. 35-36, supra. That is what the marketplace of ideas demands, and it does not 

“hover high” on the scale of reprehensibility.   

Tony Kazal’s conduct necessarily falls even lower on the reprehensibility 

scale. His emails were not sufficient to constitute a credible threat, as the jury found 

by exonerating Charif based on the same conduct. The fact that the jury awarded 
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precisely the same damages against Tony Kazal as against Adam Kazal reflects an 

abdication of the individualized consideration of reprehensibility that is required. 

See Bell v. Clackamas Cty., 341 F.3d 858, 867 (9th Cir. 2003) (remanding for “the 

trial court [to] evaluate the degree of reprehensibility of each of the defendant’s 

misconduct individually, as opposed to en grosse”). At most, a reasonable jury could 

find that Tony Kazal sent emails—none of which threatened physical harm—and 

knew about the van, which likewise threatened no harm. If the Court concludes that 

is enough to render Tony Kazal liable, he was nonetheless substantially less involved 

in the protest activity than Adam Kazal, by any measure, and the award of identical 

punitive damages against him offends due process. 

Second, this is not the rare case where a ten-to-one ratio of punitive damages 

to compensatory damages satisfies due process. Campbell, 538 U.S. at 425. The 

“rare exception might be a case where ‘a particularly egregious act has resulted in 

only a small amount of economic damages.’” Bains LLC v. Arco Prods. Co., 405 

F.3d 764, 776 (9th Cir. 2005) (quoting Campbell, 538 U.S. at 425). An award of 

$100,000 is not a small amount. Id. (holding $50,000 award was not a “small 

amount”). Indeed, the compensatory awards are significant and substantially higher 

than in cases involving more serious emotional distress harms. For example, in 

Planned Parenthood, individual doctors who were subject to a “campaign of terror 

and intimidation” and whose names, and in some case addresses, appeared on posters 
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and lists threatening them with murder were awarded substantially less in 

compensatory damages (ranging from $375 to $39,656). Planned Parenthood, 422 

F.3d at 952, 964. And when “compensatory damages are substantial,” as they are 

here, “then a lesser ratio, perhaps only equal to compensatory damages, can reach 

the outermost limit of the due process guarantee.” Campbell, 538 U.S. at 425. 

 Finally, the wealth of the Kazal family was used impermissibly to ratchet up 

the punitive damages awards. First, the “wealth of a defendant cannot justify an 

otherwise unconstitutional punitive damages award,” id. at 427, and that is what 

happened here, given the low degree of reprehensibility in what the district court 

itself recognized was a close case, ER15. Second, with respect to Adam Kazal, the 

evidence of wealth submitted to the jury predominantly relied on the family’s wealth 

rather than Adam’s individual wealth (or lack thereof). It was undisputed that Adam 

Kazal was bankrupt, and that he could not pay a fine imposed by the Australian court 

without his brother’s assistance, notwithstanding that his children attended private 

school (perhaps due to family assistance as well). ER31; ER233.  

Against this evidence of Adam Kazal’s individual financial situation 

(bankrupt), the only evidence of assets was generalized to the family level. For 

example, evidence was admitted regarding the sale of an Australian retail space in 

2017 for 21.5 million Australian dollars, ER11, and a chocolate business with more 

than $6 million in income, ER32-ER33. But there was no evidence that Adam Kazal 
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received a cent from those transactions. Adam Kazal’s status as a beneficiary of the 

family trust does not bridge the gap because there was no evidence of the amount of 

income under that trust, how it was distributed among many beneficiaries, or, in fact, 

whether Adam Kazal received any income from it at all. ER34-ER35. Under 

California law, the purpose of punitive damages “is to deter, not to destroy.” Adams 

v. Murakami, 813 P.2d 1348, 1352 (Cal. 1991). Accordingly, an award “can be so 

disproportionate to the defendant’s ability to pay that the award is excessive for that 

reason alone.” Id. at 1351.11 Given the absence of sufficient evidence that Adam 

Kazal has the ability to pay $1 million in punitive damages, it was excessive under 

California law. 

 In sum, the punitive damages awarded in this case are excessive in relation to 

the reprehensibility of Adam and Tony Kazal’s conduct, to the compensatory 

damages, and to Adam Kazal’s ability to pay. The awards were thus excessive under 

California law and violated due process. 

 
11 Browning-Ferris Indus. of Vt., Inc. v. Kelco Disposal, Inc., 492 U.S. 257, 278 
(1989) (“[I]n any . . . lawsuit where state law provides the basis of decision, the 
propriety of an award of punitive damages for the conduct in question, and the 
factors the jury may consider in determining their amount, are questions of state 
law.”). 
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CONCLUSION 

 The judgment of the district court should be reversed.  
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ADDENDUM 

Cal. Civ. Code § 1708.7 .................................................................................. Add. 1 
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California Civil Code 

Division 3. Obligations 

Part 3. Obligations Imposed by Law 

§ 1708.7  

(a) A person is liable for the tort of stalking when the plaintiff proves all of the 
following elements of the tort: 
 
(1) The defendant engaged in a pattern of conduct the intent of which was to follow, 
alarm, place under surveillance, or harass the plaintiff. In order to establish this 
element, the plaintiff shall be required to support his or her allegations with 
independent corroborating evidence. 
 
(2) As a result of that pattern of conduct, either of the following occurred: 
 
(A) The plaintiff reasonably feared for his or her safety, or the safety of an immediate 
family member. For purposes of this subparagraph, “immediate family” means a 
spouse, parent, child, any person related by consanguinity or affinity within the 
second degree, or any person who regularly resides, or, within the six months 
preceding any portion of the pattern of conduct, regularly resided, in the plaintiff’s 
household. 
 
(B) The plaintiff suffered substantial emotional distress, and the pattern of conduct 
would cause a reasonable person to suffer substantial emotional distress. 
 
(3) One of the following: 
 
(A) The defendant, as a part of the pattern of conduct specified in paragraph (1), 
made a credible threat with either (i) the intent to place the plaintiff in reasonable 
fear for his or her safety, or the safety of an immediate family member, or (ii) 
reckless disregard for the safety of the plaintiff or that of an immediate family 
member. In addition, the plaintiff must have, on at least one occasion, clearly and 
definitively demanded that the defendant cease and abate his or her pattern of 
conduct and the defendant persisted in his or her pattern of conduct unless exigent 
circumstances make the plaintiff’s communication of the demand impractical or 
unsafe. 
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(B) The defendant violated a restraining order, including, but not limited to, any 
order issued pursuant to Section 527.6 of the Code of Civil Procedure, prohibiting 
any act described in subdivision (a). 
 
(b) For the purposes of this section: 
 
(1) “Pattern of conduct” means conduct composed of a series of acts over a period 
of time, however short, evidencing a continuity of purpose. Constitutionally 
protected activity is not included within the meaning of “pattern of conduct.” 
 
(2) “Credible threat” means a verbal or written threat, including that communicated 
by means of an electronic communication device, or a threat implied by a pattern of 
conduct, including, but not limited to, acts in which a defendant directly, indirectly, 
or through third parties, by any action, method, device, or means, follows, harasses, 
monitors, surveils, threatens, or interferes with or damages the plaintiff’s property, 
or a combination of verbal, written, or electronically communicated statements and 
conduct, made with the intent and apparent ability to carry out the threat so as to 
cause the person who is the target of the threat to reasonably fear for his or her safety 
or the safety of his or her immediate family. 
 
(3) “Electronic communication device” includes, but is not limited to, telephones, 
cellular telephones, computers, video recorders, fax machines, or pagers. “Electronic 
communication” has the same meaning as the term defined in Subsection 12 of 
Section 2510 of Title 18 of the United States Code. 
 
(4) “Follows” means to move in relative proximity to a person as that person moves 
from place to place or to remain in relative proximity to a person who is stationary 
or whose movements are confined to a small area but does not include following the 
plaintiff within the residence of the defendant. For purposes of the liability created 
by subdivision (a), “follows” does not include any lawful activity of private 
investigators licensed pursuant to Article 3 (commencing with Section 7520) of 
Chapter 11.3 of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, or of law 
enforcement personnel or employees of agencies, either public or private, who, in 
the course and scope of their employment, encourage or attempt to engage in any 
conduct or activity to obtain evidence of suspected illegal activity or other 
misconduct, suspected violation of any administrative rule or regulation, suspected 
fraudulent conduct, or any suspected activity involving a violation of law or business 
practice or conduct of a public official that adversely affects public welfare, health, 
or safety. For purposes of the liability created by subdivision (a), “follows” also does 
not include any newsgathering conduct connected to a newsworthy event. 
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(5) “Harass” means a knowing and willful course of conduct directed at a specific 
person which seriously alarms, annoys, torments, or terrorizes the person, and which 
serves no legitimate purpose. The course of conduct must be such as would cause a 
reasonable person to suffer substantial emotional distress, and must actually cause 
substantial emotional distress to the person. 
 
(6) “Place under surveillance” means remaining present outside of the plaintiff’s 
school, place of employment, vehicle, residence, other than the residence of the 
defendant, or other place occupied by the plaintiff. For purposes of the liability 
created by subdivision (a), “place under surveillance” does not include any lawful 
activity of private investigators licensed pursuant to Article 3 (commencing with 
Section 7520) of Chapter 11.3 of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, 
or of law enforcement personnel or employees of agencies, either public or private, 
who, in the course and scope of their employment, encourage or attempt to engage 
in any conduct or activity to obtain evidence of suspected illegal activity or other 
misconduct, suspected violation of any administrative rule or regulation, suspected 
fraudulent conduct, or any suspected activity involving a violation of law or business 
practice or conduct of a public official that adversely affects public welfare, health, 
or safety. For purposes of the liability created by subdivision (a), “place under 
surveillance” also does not include any newsgathering conduct connected to a 
newsworthy event. 
 
(7) “Substantial emotional distress” shall not be construed to have the same meaning 
as the “severe emotional distress” requirement for intentional infliction of emotional 
distress. “Substantial emotional distress” does not require a showing of physical 
manifestations of emotional distress; rather, it requires the evaluation of the totality 
of the circumstances to determine whether the defendant reasonably caused the 
plaintiff substantial fear, anxiety, or emotional torment. 
 
(c) A person who commits the tort of stalking upon another is liable to that person 
for damages, including, but not limited to, general damages, special damages, and 
punitive damages pursuant to Section 3294. 
 
(d) In an action pursuant to this section, the court may grant equitable relief, 
including, but not limited to, an injunction. 
 
(e) The rights and remedies provided in this section are cumulative and in addition 
to any other rights and remedies provided by law. 
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(f) This section shall not be construed to impair any constitutionally protected 
activity, including, but not limited to, speech, protest, and assembly. 
 
(g) This act is an exercise of the police power of the state for the protection of the 
health, safety, and welfare of the people of the State of California, and shall be 
liberally construed to effectuate those purposes. 
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